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Kate Hanson Foster
Woodworker

What you need
you can make with your own bare

hands. I move like a draft
around the house. You adore

me despite how I hate 
my belongings, our two bodies

among objects—every shape
a solid pang that burns me 

to the pith. You promise me 
we do not bore each other

and run your plane along 
the cutting edge, stripping

down to the smoothest point.
This is how things are done.
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Christmas 2001, Hannah Falls off the Roof

Not even the weight of a fallen body
could have cracked the ice that Christmas.

Ice that immured even the grass blades, and encased 
the pine needles like thermometers. 

Later, we joke about Hannah’s Santa Claus impression, 
only that wasn’t it at all. She only wanted to smoke a cigarette, 

climbing through the kitchen window of her second floor apartment, 
careful not to spill the red wine on the linoleum, tear a hole in her stock-
ing. 

In the hospital room it didn’t look like her, 
eyes flooded shut like two bulbous halves of a plum, 

thick white bandage wrapped in layers around her head, 
blood seeping through like a threat. 

I didn’t speak, I wasn’t there to stop her from stepping 
onto the porch roof, to say, this is another one of our bad ideas

like the time we covered the kitchen floor with dish soap 
and took running starts from the dining room—

two young girls in feet pajamas betting on who could slide the furthest.
To this day, people look at the scar on my chin with a look that says, 

you were asking for it. I imagine 
the cold black shingles were as slick and as uncertain as that soap.

I didn’t even ask why she couldn’t have just smoked inside, 
I was the little sister who brought the mail after the wounds were soothed,  
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wrist snapped back into place. 
Even then, her eyes were crooked, one that looked forward, 

another that flickered up to the ceiling not ready to come back.
No one looks at me the same, she said. The ice didn’t give me time to 
think.

It’s like it was meant to happen. Ice the color of a belt buckle—
they look at me as if I jumped, she said.
     
 


